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Smiley Face with gay-related graffiti; located under the Ford Avenue Bridge (East bank), looking south, May 15, 2010.

Smiley Face graffiti; located under the Ford Avenue Bridge (East bank), May 15, 2010.
Yellow Smiley Face graffiti; located under the Ford Avenue Bridge (East bank), May 15, 2010

Smiley Face graffiti; located under the Ford Avenue Bridge (East bank), May 15, 2010.
Smiley Face graffiti; located under the Ford Avenue Bridge (East bank), May 15, 2010.

Smiley Face graffiti; located under the Ford Avenue Bridge (West bank), May 15, 2010.
Smiley Face graffiti; located below the railroad bridge over the Mississippi River, Boom Island Channel, west of the Hennepin Ave. Bridge (East bank), April 4, 2010.

Smiley Face graffiti; located under the Franklin Avenue Bridge approach span (East bank), March 17, 2010.
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Slip mark foot-ware impression; located under the Third Avenue Bridge (East bank) not far from alcoholic beverage containers, April 4, 2010.

Smiley Face stencil graffiti; located in the area of Cedar & and Riverside Avenues (West bank), painted on a steel utility box, April 29, 2008.
Devil horns with 666 graffiti; located under the bridal falls near the Franklin Avenue Bridge approach span (East bank), March 17, 2010.
Smiley Face graffiti; located on a fire-ring stone, under the Lake Street Bridge (West bank), March 16, 2010. The stone was cleared to reveal the fullness of the face.

The "Smiler" graffiti; located on a city street sign under the Franklin Avenue Bridge (West bank), March 16, 2010.
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Smiley Face graffiti; located near a railroad bed not far from the Mississippi River, Oct. 16, 2009.
Smiley Face graffiti; located on a railroad bridge over I-94, not far from the Mississippi River, Oct 16, 2009.
Smiley Face graffiti; located near a railroad bed not far from the Mississippi River, Oct 16, 2009.

Smiley Face graffiti; located on Boom Island & 3rd Ave. NE, Mississippi River, Boom Island Channel, west of the (southbound) Hennepin Ave. Bridge, April 4, 2010.
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Slip mark foot-ware impression; located under the Third Avenue Bridge (East bank) not far from alcoholic beverage containers [exploded view], April 4, 2010.